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elease of Dunn report expected
A report detailing the alleged misdling by Eastern administrators of
faculty member's sexual harassment
"t against a distinguished business
fessor is expected to be released
y, Board of Governors officials said
ay.
The Dunn Report, a document preby Board of Governors attorney
k Dunn investigating the alleged
handling by Eastern administraof Janet Francis-Laribee's sexual
rassment case, is expected to be
eased and mailed to Eastern today.
Eastern President David Jorns, who
·ously said he did not expect BOG
cellor Tom Layzell to release the
ent, said he was "very surprised"
Tuesday's announcement from the
office.
"I was pleasantly surprised they
"ded to release the Dunn Report,"
said. "But I think this will reopen

Officials to speak on settlement
By AMY CARNES
Staff writer

Board of Governor's Chancellor Thomas Layzell and
Bloomington attorney Mark Dunn will address the
Faculty Senate Tuesday to answer questions about the
tenure settlement in the sexual harassment lawsuit
filed by Janet Francis-Laribee, now acting assistant
dean of graduate studies.
The senate's meeting with Layzell and Dunn will be
held next Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Charleston-Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
News of Layzell and Dunn's trip to Eastern came
with the BOG's announcement Tuesday that it will
some of the wounds we have here
again."
The "wounds" Jorns said he was
referring to concerned the alleged mishandling by former Eastern adminis-

release the Dunn report, an inch-thick document compiled by a Bloomfugton attorney that details the allegations made by Francis-Laribee.
Francis-Laribee had filed a $5.1 million lawsuit
against university officials and the BOG in 1990, cqntending the university mishandled her sexual harassment lawsuit against Efraim Turban, former distinguished professor in the then-Lumpkin College of
Business.
APJ part of her recent out-of-court settlement with the
board, Francis-Laribee was awarded $150,000, an acting administrative position for the 1993-94 school year,
a permanent raise of $500 per month and tenure.
• Continued on Page 2

trators. Jorns said his administration
has made some reforms in the
Affirmative Action Office for handling
sexual harassment allegations should
another case ever occur.

"We're much more careful in handling these cases because of the
(Francis-Laribee) suit," Jorns added.
BOG spokeswoman Michelle Brazell
" Contin~d on Page 2

Pro-life
speaker
attacks
program·
By ROBERT SANCHEZ
City editor

Relaxing
Chad Mattingly, a senior mathematics major. takes a break inside the artwork of Coleman Hall Tuesday afternoon,
Mattingly said, "I got an hour to kill."
·

Clinton orders ship away from Haiti
WASHINGTON (AP) President Clinton abruptly
withdrew a shipload of troops
from Haitian waters Tuesday
but warned defiant leaders
there he was "dead serious"
about the return of ousted
President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide.
Clinton coupled his action
with an urgent request for the
immediate reimposition of
U.N. economic sanctions
against Haiti, targeted at military and police leaders trying
to block Aristide's return

• U. N. mission suffers
setback. See Page 6. ·
under a_ U.N.-brokered accord.
"Now the time has come for
the people who are clinging to
their last gasp of power to
honor the agreement," Clinton
said. "They made the agreement; they've got to honor it."
He said, "I want the
Haitians to know that I am
dead serous about seeing them
honor the agreements they

made."
The fast-moving chain of
events came one day after the
USS Harlan County, an
amphibious landing ship carrying about 170 U.S. and '26
Canadian noncombat forces,
was blocked from docking in
Port-au-Prince. The troops
were on a U.N. mission to help
the Haitians improve in military professionalism, roadbuilding, medical care and
other areas in anticipation of
Aristide's return.
The ship was sent Tuesday

to the U.S. N.a vy base at
Guantanamo, Cuba. A second
U.S. ship set to arrive at Haiti
on Wednesday, the USS
Fairfax County, was ordered
not to leave its station at Little
Creek, Va.
Kathleen deLaski, the chief
Pentagon spokeswoman, said
that 25 Americans who arrived
in Port-au-Prince last week as
an advance team "will remain
there for a short time" but will
leave Monday if no significant
progress is made in calming
the situation at the port.

The Planned Parenthood
Federation of America, a
group which aims to promote
birth control and responsible
sex, unfairly targets young
people and suppresses information about the failure rate
of contraceptives, a speaker
from the Illinois Federation for
the Right to Life said Tuesday.
Mike Vespa of the Illinois
Federation for the Right to
Life blasted Planned Parenthood in a speech to more than
30 people at the ·First
Christian Church, saying the
organization supports race
selection, targets children and
conceals information.
In the speech sponsored by
Project Life of Charleston,
Vespa attacked the character
of one of Planned Parenthood's
founders, the late Margaret
Singer. He said Singer rejected
the traditionfl} concept of marriage and often had extra-mar~
ital affairs.
.
"She did not keep it a secret
when she had affairs," he said.
Vespa also accused Singer
and other early leaders of
Planned Parenthood of being
racists. He said Singer's support of birth control stemmed
not only from sexual freedom,
but from race control.
• Continued on Page 2

Officials _ _ __
., From Page 1

said the BOG "has seriously considered
releasing the report" since the FrancisLaribee harassment case reached an out-ofcourt settlement in September.
Brazell also cited two Freedom of
Information requests by two newspapers
and Eastern's Faculty Senate's unanimous
resolu~ion to request the report as other
important factors in the board's final decision.
"I don't really know if it's beneficial for
the board to release this document," Brazell
said. ''.A lot of questions about the settlement will be answered by this report."
Glenn Stanko, the attorney who represents Francis-Laribee, said he is extremely
pleased with Tuesday's announcement by
the BOG to release the Dunn Report.
"I think it's terrific," Stanko said. "This is
a case that received high public profile. I
think people who read this report will realize it paints a very accurate picture of what
really happened. I think the report will
speak for itself."
.
·Stanko said he believes this report will
sway Eastern faculty to realize that the
BOG was ultimately forced into granting
Francis-Laribee tenure as part of the settlement.
· "As things developed , you had people

recruited to conform to a certain viewpoint,"
Stanko said. "I think the Dunn Report will
show that offering my client tenure was necessary to protect the whole department and
college (of Lumpkin), which was poisoned."
The poison Stanko said he was referring
to was Turban's efforts to convince faculty
and former Eastern administrators that
Francis-Laribee was wrong in accusing
Turban of sexually harassing her.
Stanko believes Turban's campaign to
discredit Francis-Laribee's harassment
claim led to a feeling of anti-sentiment
toward her.
"If people read the report, they probably
won't be as upset," Stanko said. "My client
would've liked to see this document come
out years ago. It kind of clears up the air
now."
Brazell said the Dunn Report will be
mailed to Eastern no later than the end of
the week, along with supplemental documents and a letter summarizing the
sequence of events that led to the granting
of tenure to Francis-Laribee as part of the
legal settlement.
Brazell explained "it would not have
made much legal sense" to release the Dunn
Report until now simply because the litigation was still pending until last month's
word of an out-of-court settlement.

•From Page 1

"(The) Faculty Senate is
filing a grievance on behalf
of all tenure faculty members as a result of the senate's op1n1on that the
UPI/BOG contract was
either circumvented or violated," said senate member
David Carpenter.
Carpenter said the senate
has 30 days to file a
grievance from the time it
becomes aware of a violation
or infraction of union contract. The senate's grievance
must be filed no later than
Oct. 22.
Eastern President David
Jorns has said neither he
nor Barbara Hill, vice president for academic affairs,
recommended
FrancisLaribee for tenure or promotion. He said promotion and
tenure came as a result of
Laribee's settlement with
the BOG.
In other business at
Tuesday's meeting, the

Faculty Senate reviewed
goals and objectives
Jorns' strategic plan
postponed a vote on th
until next week. Sen
members' suggestions on
goals and objectives incl
ed deleting certain wo
and phrases and chan ·
the language of others.
Jorns announced
strategic plan in August.
outlines Eastern's goals fi
2000. The Faculty Sena
and several other campus
governing bodies including
the Council on Academic
Affairs and the Council on
Graduate Studies were
responsible for reviewing
the plan before it was
approved.
A senate drafting committee will prepare a finalized
version of the goals and
objectives based on senate
members' comments. A vote
to approve the revised plan
will be taken before Layzell
and Dunn address the
Faculty Senate.

!Pro,~life~------------------

•
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..

supporters. Later, they commented on his lecture.
Maureen: Robinson of the Health Care Options
The name Planned Parenthood Federation of Planning Committee, an organization attempting
America, according to· Vespa, was created to give to bring a Planned Parenthood clinic to
the organization a new name and image.
Charleston, said she thought the speaker was
Vespa said Planned Parenthood targets chil- innacurate.
dren, tries to influence them into dismissing tradi"I think people are operating on misinforma1tioM! family1v.alues .~<i:,pai:qts a deceptive picture tion," Robinson said. "Programs based on prevenof contraceptives' reliability.
tion and education could only have good results. I
'. ~~l?l:mnEld Pareuth_ood is try,in~ to push their lack . am not sure where he got all his numbers."
'of va1ues on' our ·child; e{i," he said. "Their main
Laurence Thoresen, an Eastern political science
business is contraception. Abortion is a backup to professor, said: "The speaker was attempting to
the failure of contraception."
impose his own beliefs about lifestyle on the entire
During the question-and-answer session, Vespa community.
dismissed questions raised by Planned Parenthood
•From Page 1

"He is welcome to his beliefs, but he shouldn't
expect the community to agree with his beliefs
because people have different values.
"He did misrepresent Planned Parenthood.
There are valuable services which Planned
Parenthood provide such as outreach programs,
teen-agers screening."
Robinson said there are several services
Planned Parenthood clinics provide that Sarah
Bush Lincoln Health Center does not such as supplying contraceptives and offering prenatal
options.
.
"You can come in, have your pregnancy test and
see the same person until your delivery."

Wednesday at

LARGE PIZZA

U\1.arty's
Lunch Specials: Chicken
Fajitas w / chips 'n salsa 2.99

•

$1 Draft

ONE FREE; TOPPING
PLUS ONE FREE ORDER OF
TWISTY STIX

16 oz Lite &... Genuine Draft

Tonlte's Snack:

PANTHER PIZZA HOTLINE

Mozzarella Sticks &..
Onion Rings $1

Eastern Illinois University
Physical Education Department
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Sign up now for second half semester Physical Education classes. The following classes
still have openings:
COURSE
NUMBER
PED
*1440.80
1600.80
1770.80
81
1830.80
1870.80
81
82
83
1920.80
**3770.80

DESCRIPTION

CALL
NQ,.

Lifeguarding
Weight Training
Volleyball
Volleyball
Raquetball
Tennis
Tennis
Tennis
Tennis
Ballroom Dance
Volleyball Cchg

5700
5727
5788
5789
5802
5816
5817
5818
5819
5826
5986

LOCATION
0800-0940
12:00-1340
8:00-9:40
10:00-11 :40
13:00-14:40
10:00-11 :40
13:00-14:40
10:00-11 :40
13:00-14:40
12:00-12:50
12:00-13:40
ARR-Times

M/W
M/W
M/W
M/W
M/W
M/W
M/W
T/R
T/R
MTWR
M/W

LB/POOL
LB/FG
MG/SG
MG/SG
LB/RC
LB/FH
LB/FH
LB/FH
LB/FH
MG/NG
MG/SG

01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
02

Note: * = Must pass preliminary swimming skills test.
**=Must have sophomore standing and previous background in volleyball, or permission of instructor.
You may register for these classes by Touchtone until the first day of class.
Monday/Wednesday classes begin October 18, 1993
Tuesday!Thursday classes begin October 19, 199~

Student Senat·e ·.·..to consider plan
Building or the Union."
Many of the residence halls
already have recycling conThe Student Senate will tainers for aluminum cans,
consider a . resolution calling which are maintained by the
for the purchase and place- Residence Hall Association.
ment of recycling containers
The resolution; which was
in ·campus buildings · at its authored by senate members
regular meeting tonight.
Katina Gillespie and Alec
Student Government Chief Nevalainen, calls for the purof St.a ff Matt Giordano said if chase of a metal recycling bin
the resolution, known as the which will be able to hold two
"Student Senate Strategic tons of aluminum cans. The
Aluminum Recyc-ling Plan," · bin would 'be located on the
is approved by the senate, it south side of the Power Plant,
would spend $700 from its Giordano said.
budget to purchase 40· recyMembers of the senate
cling containers for alu- recycling committee would be
minum cans and. a larger responsible for emptying the
recycling bin.
containers in campus build. "What the recycling com- ings and taking the alumittee members want to do is minum cans to the recycling
put these bins in all of the bin.
buildings on the campus,"
The senate will meet at 7
ANDREW VERCOUTEREN/Senior photogragher ·Giordano said. "There curp.m. tonight in the Arcolarently are no recycling con- Tuscola Room of t1;te Martin
tainers
in Old Main, Coleman Luther King Jr. _University
Uce Carver, a roofer with the Physical Plant, installs a drip cap on the canopy over the
Hall, Blair Hatl, Buzzard Union.
·
nt entrance of the Dvorak Fine Arts Center Tuesday afternoon.
·
By SHERRY SIDWELL
Student government editor

Steady

earch for peace goes on in Somalia
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) esident Clinton's diplomatic trouhooter talked peace with representatives of warlord Mohamed Farrah Aidid
on Tuesday, but gunmen fired on two
U.N. outposts and attacked a relief con-

United States is downplaying a U.N.
Security Council resolution calling for
Aidid's arrest.He said the focus is now on
trying to reach a political settlement.
"The United Nations resolutions, of
course, remain as they are, but it is a
matter of where the focus of U.S. interest
is," Christopher said.
The negotiations took place against a
tense backdrop:
· • U.S. warplanes buzzed the -capital ·at
least three times. Reporters in a pool
organized by U.S. forces saw two flyovers
by F-18s and one by an A-6.
• Gunmen still roamed the battered
streets of Mogadishu and fired on two
U.N. posts manned by Pakistanis during
the night. The Pakistanis returned fire
and were not hit, said Maj. David
Stockwell, the U.N. military spokesman.
The attack shattered a three-day calm
since Aidid issued a cease-fire order.
Stockwell said the gunmen were believed
to be from Aidid's militia.
• Bandits attacked a relief convoy
from the aid group Irish Concern south of
Mogadishu but it managed to reach the
city without casualties, McDavitt said.
Aidid's faction was reportedly split

AB _grants
committee

over whether to free its two hostages now
or only after the United Nations released
32 Somali prisoners, including four key
request ;~
aides of Aidid.
There was also uncertainty over
By NATALIE GO'M'
whether the faction members who met
Staff wrtter.
with Oakley had any real clout with the
:'fOy.
Remains believed to be those of an
fugitive warlord.
The Apportionment
18th American soldier killed in a bungled
McDavitt said the Somali detainees
Board unanimously apOct. 3 raid were turned over to U.N.
would be held until U.N. authorities were
proved a University Board
authorities.
convinced they played no part in attaeks
Homecoming Committee
Capt. Tim McDavitt, a U.N.
against peacekeepers, .and refused jour.~ · · re..questfo1~ additional allo-•i,
fl)Okesman, said all missing Americans
nalists' requests to interview them.
cations and a line item
are now accounted for.
.
He added ther~-was no time·frame for,
'tran8feJ; 'at it's~ TUes'days
Officials released no details of the
their release: "It could take months," he . meeting.
meeting between Robert Oakley and
said.
The request is for $350
members of the Somali National
Stockwell said usually 30 to 40
in additional allocations
Alliance, Aidid's clan-based political
Somalis were held by U.N. forces at any
and a line transfer of$150
group.
.
one time and stayed in detention for an
to increase the entertainOakley is pursuing a peace arrangaverage of 10 days.
ment fund to a total of
$750. .
_
·· ·
"Aidid's people will certainly be helP.
ment, and was also expected to press for
the release of Chief Warrant Officer
for more than 10 days," he said.
The ent.ei;ta.ihnient·bWI-. •
Despite opposition from Somali clan
get will :fun:d~tfle:i>)n(t!
Michael Durant of Berlin, N.H., who was
leaders, plans were proceeding for an
Shadobee who is 'S-ch~d~.:
captured in the Oct. 3 raid.
Oakley also was expected to seek freeOct. 20 meeting on Somalia between
uled to play at the Homedom for a Nigerian private captured earSecretary-General Boutros' Boutros-Ghali
coming , ';l'ailgate Pp.rty
lier and also being held by Aidid.
·
and leaders of the Organization of
next weekend.
I·
African Unity, the Islamic Conference
The request will be sent
In Washington, Secretary of State
Warren Christopher reaffirmed that the
and the Arab League.
to the SW.dent Senate for
further ,approval.
;,
The~:)AB also h 1eard
reques~Jrom
UB commit·; l:
'
tees. , ··;;
UBI'O hairman Kevin
Lipke;presented information about the ~ewly
.
formed UB Mini C<>:hcerts
Brian Beakley, an associ- infinity,'" he said. "It's the
Committee. Mini C6ncerts ··
ate professor of philosophy, greatest that can be, which
is
requesting ·$12,490 to~
will speak tonight on para- brings a paradox."
fund
events for the spri:µg
participation.
By CHAD GALIAGHER
dox and infinity as part of
Genders encouraged stusemester.
Staff
wrtter
"The
Homecoming
events
the Philosophy · Foruin dents of all majors to attend
Lipke said the main
have been a biast for over 10
the presentation, describing
Lecture Series.
goal
of the committee is to
More .t han 40 campus orga- . years and this year will be no
Beakley, who has taught · Beakley as, "a very lively
provide
weekend pro-· .
nizations
will
compete
today
exception," Wood said.
at Eastern for three years, and invigorating conversagramming.
He said Mini
.
and
Thursday
in
this
year's
·
Wood
is
assisted
this
year
by
will speak at 7 p.m. in Room tionalist."
Concerts
plans
to sponsor
window painting of the a 20-:rp.ember Homecoming ·
Following his presenta326 of Coleman Hall.
four
to
five
concerts
each
Walkway
in
the
Martin
Luther
·
·committee which plans such.
Steve Genders, who is tion, Beakley will field ·quessemester.
King
Jr.
University
Union
to
.
activities
as
the
coronation,
organizing the event, said tions from the audience. "If ·
UB Special Events comkick off festivities for Home- the kickoff and the annual
Beakley will address para- you're puzzled about anymittee
is sponsoring a .
.
coming
week.
·
·.parade.
dox and infinity from a com- thing, or have a question you
show
by
the. a cappella .
.
·
The.
contestants,
·
ranging
want answered, this is the
puter's angle.
Window painting will be a
·
from fraternities and sororities part of the Spirit Point Contest . band Tonic Soap Opera:
"His speciality is he looks place to be," he said.
Lipke said the show will
Beakley, received a bacheto residence hall councils, will in which the campus organiza- ·
at the computer angle of
be
a trial show in an effort .
things, such as, if a comput- lor's degree from the
base their paintings on such tions will compete for a pl~que
to promote UB-sponsored·.· ·
er were to try and define University of Pittsburgh and . nursery rhymes and fairy Wes recognizipg the group with the
concerts scheduled · to ·
infinity, it couldn't, and why a doctoral degree from Stony
such as "The Three Little Pigs" most spirit.
appear this semester. A ·
Brook University in New
it couldn't."
and "Hansel and Gretel."
Other events for which condate
for the band's perfor- .
.
.
. Paradox and infinity are York.
The paintings will be relat- . testants may receive points
mance has not yet been
The Philosophy Forum
common problems in philosed to Homecoming Week's include attending the parade
set.
·
ophy that are useful in meets on Thursday aftertheme of "Once Upon a Time."
at 9:30 a.m. on Oct. 23 and the
Mini
Concerts
hopes to
noons
at
4
p.m.
in
Room
326
understanding other philoBlake Wood, University kickoff tailgate party at noon.
provide
concerts
that
will
sophical questions, Genders of Coleman. All are invited
Board Homecoming coordina- The band "Shadoobee" will
attract
a
large
range
of
to attend.
said.
tor, said this year's activities perform and Toppers Pizza
music
groups.
Stoff
report
"There is no definition for
should be successful with good · provide food at the tailgate
weather and strong student party.
1 · ,

Philosophy professor Window painting
to begin lecture series contest to
. kick off

Homecoming week

-

.

P0lice aetions·may tarnish.,.eredibili
Law enforcement is a line of
work steeped in loyalty and
rooted in tradition.
For as long as there have
. been American cities, there
have been American cops or .
some equivalent authority
charged with keeping our
streets and nelghborhoods reasonably quiet and safe.
Everyone who:s ever been
caught b~eaklng the speed limit

from the drug trade - reportedly in excess of $1 million.
•It wouldn't
• last spring, 71 Washington,
say every D.C., police officers were under
similar indictments or had cases
pending.
• In March, Atlanta authoriesty
ties uncovered an operation In
new trend." which especially husky officers
had reportedly robbed adult
Clata
dubs, private homes and retail ·
Sund.helm
stores, sometimes making off
or
to a parking
lot to
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - with 400-plus-pound safes.
findreturned
tickets covering
the wlndshleld formed an opinion, pr.obably hostile, of police.
• In the same early 1980s time frame that many of
They've been the focus of hundreds of motion picthe New York officers allegedly abused their power,
tures and, lately, have become the hottest hero material. about 10 percent of Miami's force were either imprisoned, dismissed or disciplined in connection with the
for television.
Yet it's nearly impossible to stay alert of current
murders of cocaine smugglers and the resale of their
drugs. .
events without feeling a growing skepticism of whether
police are getting the job done and doing so ethically.
Legal experts have said the jump in indictments of
police is, in part, a product of hasty efforts to increase
The past week has served to fuel the fire with hearthe number of officers, an astoundingly lucrative drug
ings on corruption in New York City's 30,000-member
force. Five cops and one former cop are charged with
trade and the frustration so many forces are feeling
allegedly pocketing seized money, taking bribes, and
when cops are grossly outnumbered and outgunned.
dabbling in extortion, blackmail and drug-dealing.
It wouldn't be fair to say every instance of police dishonesty is indicative of a new trend. The prevailing
Meanwhile, two officers in Detroit escaped possible
life sentences Tuesday after they were convicted of
assumption that a certain untouchable trust has disapkilling a motorist outside an inner-city crack den. Those
peared_or that police 40 years ago ~ere more empathic
proceedings come only a year after former Detroit
doesn't carry much evidence.
Police Chief William Hart was convicted of embezzling
In earlier decades, corruption centered around gam$2.6 million from a drug-fighting fund.
bling, prohibition and organized crime connections, so
It is only the most recent in a rapid-fire set of Indictit's not as if today's police are somehow felons when
ments and trials over the past two years that have
compared to the stereotype of the benevolent 1950s
raised a thousand questions and given millions of
beat cop.
Americans the crude, unmoving opinion: "I hate the
Besides, too much has changed to make any comdamn cops." parison more than an exercise in dated statistics.
But even if the sheer number of incidents has fallen,
Between the unprecedented hype of the ROdney
King trial, the Detroit case and now New York, there
some studies say, the crimes and money involved
have grown more brazen, more enterprising and more
seems little room left for Americans to place a confident
faith in blue shirts and badges.
disgraceful, placing police in a public-relations battle for
their integrity, their reputations and everyone's future.
Elsewhere on other forces:
• An FBI probe focusing on the Los Angeles County
- Chris Sundheim is news editor and a regular columSheriffs Department has resulted thus far in three dozen
i~dictments and almost 20 convictions on charges relatnist for The Daily Eastern News.

Eastern'
s rank
.
·n ot something
to celebrate
.

Eastern's recent finish in The U..S. News and
World Report's "America's Best College Issue"
was a cause for celebration in the university's
administrative offices.
But judging the finish, students, faculty and .
staff should see the issue as a reminder that the
~~oool needs fo move forward and is falling
.. , • . . . • . . slightly back.
Eastern ranked 60th
- - - - - - - - o u t of 129 universities
in the Midwest Regional dMsion, placing themselves squarely at the bottom of the top half of
Regional Universities. Schools in the Regional
division are four-year schools that generally
award half oftheir bachelor's degrees in two or
more professional disciplines, and also offer
graQ.uate:d.::.n~~
...... ."""'.._ -:-.
..... ~ ,,- ~• - ~ ~ .-.·.
- ~...
.. ~~~~~· -'i\ .~..
•
~
P-resident Davia jorns said the university's
finish in the upper-half of the dMsion showed it
was one of the finest comprehensive institutions of its kind.
That is an overstatement. The university had
an overall score of 46.5 out of 100 and had four
¥lt,egoripµ sc:pres·below their overall finish:
<.• · ·.Eastern's. reputation was ranked 63rd out
of 131 schools.
• Student selectMty was 63rd.
• Faculty resources was 65th.
• The financial resources ranking was 88th.
One shining spot was the school's high
graduation rate, which was ranked 30th by U.S.
News.
Increasing the schools' entrance requirements should help bolster the student selectivity ranking, but the financial resources category
was low because of the way Eastern neglects its
library. One wond~rs if last year's reallocation
will really help.
In 1990, Eastern finished in Money
Magazine's ''Top 100 College Buys." But the
school was not ranked in U.S. News' "Best
. College Values" issue, which ran in the magazine's Oct. 11 edition.
Board of Governors' spokeswoman Michelle
. . : Brazell daimed the U.S. News rankings didn't
aci:urately reflect the academic success of the
BOG schools.
But the rankings may serve as a slight
reminder that Eastern has t6take more steps to Dear editor:
I'm writing concerning the young
improve if it wants to be more than a little-bit- man
who wrote the letter, "If you
better-than-average university.
want It done you should take the Ini-

Editorial ..
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"

Reader is sick
of seeing white
faces in paper

tiative," which was published In the
Sept. 30 Issue oflhe Daily Eastern

News.
Well, I am an African-American
woman on this predominantly white
campus and I get sick and tired of
seeing white faces in the newspaper
every day. Yes, I know where I am
and I know that there are more of
them than us. But my parents pay
just as much money as their parents

Tour turn
pay to stay here-and I can voice my
opinion about the yearbook if I
please. We hcive the right to complain about the yearbook.
Every day we make valuable
efforts to do positive things Qll this
campus but how can we when we
still have Ignorant and racist people
who will not look past our skin color
and concentrate on what we have to
say.
What about the fre5hm~n black
students who are here? They constantly ask me "What are the black
people doing on this campus?" It
up5ets me when I have to reiterate
to them all the time that we do posi-

tive things but never get acknowledged for it.
If people would listen to what we
had to say then we would not have
to complain so much. Oh, and by the
way, this doesn't have a damn thing
to do about checking ourselves. This
Is a matter of equality. Or did you
know that?
Chamell Conley

Gue8t eolumn pollc7
The Daily Eastern News encourages readers to submit guest
columns concerning any topic or
issue that may be relevant to our
readership.
Columns should be restricted to
or less than two typewritten double-spaced pages.
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Final bid given for prison site Pricing suit is lost
by Wal-Mart Stores
Pittsfield's bid for the $60 millon
PITTSFIELD (AP) -:-- The
last of five communities competing for a new $60 million
super-maximum security
state prison took the stage
Tuesday night and used
everything from T-shirts to a
high school band to show its
wish to be chosen.
The atmosphere at the
public hearing in the city's
high school gym resembled a
pep rally, with the band playing rousing songs to an estimated 1,500 residents who
turned out to show their support for the city's bid.
Mayor Rick Conner said
the prison would be the county's largest employer and
would ease double-digit
unemployment in the area.
He said so many people
turned out because they
know what's at stake.
"They know how important a $60 million project is
with an $11 million payroll,"
he said by telephone. "If we
had any alternative or any
hopes at all, maybe (the
prison) would be an everyday
thing, but it's not in Pike
County, Ill., and they realize
that."
Department of Corrections
Director Howard Peters III
and his staff received a 3minute standing ovation
when they entered the gym.
The Corrections Department
was winding up a four-day
series of hearings that also
included Tamms in Alexander County, Murphys-

super-maximum-security prison I

The city has a 95-acre site that@l~
~hned ~~~:~i~~~I: ~:~~~~lll!!!lflP.li::J:
Officials have guaranteel
$100,000 on site prepar····
all utility, water and se·werji!lllllll·ilijjjjjjjjjij

CHRIS SOPRYCH/Graphic design coordinator
boro in Jackson County,
"Any community that held
Carlinville in Macoupin together like we did deserves
County and Vandalia in a chance," said Mayor John
Fayette County.
Lehr of nearby Hull.
Several speakers Tuesday
But 75 Pike County resinight said they saw the dents signed and presented a
prison as an answer to the petition against locating the
economic devastation caused prison in their area.
in part by the summer's
"We do not want to raise
flooding.
our children in a community
State Sen. Laura Kent- with inmates who have done
Donahue said the residents things so bad as to get them
of Pike County had worked transferred to a super-max,"
as hard to secure a bid for said Krissy Wright, a reprethe prison as they had in try- sentative of the petitioners.
ing to prevent the Sny Levee ·"The almighty dollar has
from breaking this summer.
taken over Pike County."

CONWAY, Ark. (AP) Wal-Mart Stores Inc. illegally tried to force competitors
out of business with the
same policy that made it the
nation's largest retailer low prices - a judge ruled
Tuesday.
Judge David Reynolds
said Wal-Mart violated state
law by selling some drugs
and health and beauty aids
below cost at its store in
Conway. He ordered an end
to the practice and awarded
the plaintiffs, three independent Arkansas pharmacies,
nearly $300,000 in damages.
The decision was the first
predatory pricing ruling
against Wal-Mart, which
critics have blamed for the
demise of many long-established merchants in small
towns and cities nationwide.
But it was unclear
whether the decision, which
applied only to Arkansas,
might lead to similar rulings
elsewhere.
Wal-Mart said it would
appeal to the Arkansas
Supreme Court.
.
Robert K. Rhoads, Wal.Mart's general counsel,
warned of higher prices at
stores throughout Arkansas.
Wal-Mart officials said
during a two-day trial in
August that some items
were priced below cost to
draw customers, not drive
local druggists out of business.

Reynolds based his ruling
in part on Wal~Mart's instore displays comparing its
prices to those of local
retailers. The judge also
noted Wal-Mart had different prices in different markets, and he pointed out the
company's advertised policy
of meeting or beating the
competition without regard
to cost.
The lead plaintiff claimed
victory for small, independent retailers nationwide.
"It's important to beat
Wal-Mart. They were .literally driving the small people
out of business," said druggis t Dwayne Goode, who
owns American Drugs in
Conway.
Goode said he got fed up
with trying to compete with
Wal-Mart's pricing and sued
two years ago.
"There's no way anyone·
can keep their prices down
with Wal-Mart and survive,"
he said.
Investors . apparently
shrugged off the decision
and the possibility that it
might lead to more lawsuits
against Wal-Mart by smaller
storeowners.-Wal-Mart stock
closed at $25. 75 a share on
the New York Stock
Exchange, down 75 cents.
Some retail analysts said
the chances of the smaller
stores prevailing would be
small if the case is appealed
outside state courts. ·

emocrats struggle to extend jObl'ess &enefitS"
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bickering
ouse Democrats have let lapse extra
enefi ts given to the 60,000
ericans who each week exhaust
nemployment compensation even
hough the problem is worse than
hen Congress first created the addiponal coverage.
Party leaders say they have
tesolved an impasse over financing
the program an~ expect to begin movj.ng legislation through Congress this
week.
But the lapse has caused embarrassment among Democrats and
exposed them to ridicule from
Republicans, particularly with official

figures showing that long-term joblessness has worsened from 1991 and
1992, when Congress and President
Bush clashed over paying for extra
benefits.
With divided Democrats unable to
get a bill renewing the benefits to the
House floor for more than two weeks,
the old version expired Oct. 2.
That means that since that day, the
60,000 Americans who exhaust the
basic 26 weeks of jobless coverage
every week have been unable to apply
for additional benefits.
The program had never lapsed
since it was established in November
1991, as the recession was bottoming

out and after initial opposition by
President Bush.
The program was renewed twice in
1992, as Democrats used the bill during the presidential campaign to highlight what they said was Bush's indifference to domestic problems. It was
also renewed last March under
President Clinton.
Top Democrats said Tuesday they
believed they hJlve solved their internal impasse and would move a bill
this week. ·
But even so, the delay came in the
face of an embarrassing statistic for
Democrats: there are about 400,000
more
long-term
unemployed

Americans today than there were
when the extra benefits were initiated.
''This is a Democratic program and
you have to do it," said a frustrated
Rep. Barbara Kennelly, D-Conn., a
member of the Hous'e Way~-and'
Means Committee, which oversees •the
program.
The internal Democratic dispute
focused on how the measure would be.
paid for.
In the aftermath' of the fight over
Clinton's deficit-reduction bill,
Democrats leery of raising taxes have ·
found it hard to find palatable ways to
pay for extra unemployment coverage.
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llOBLE
FLOWER
SHOP
1 Dozen LONG STEM RED ROSES $2000
or vased with greenery $25~
1 Dozen SHORT STEM ROSES. $1450
or vased with greenery $1850
2 Dozen SHORT STEM ROSES $2450
or vased with greenery $2950
SWEET TREAT BOUQUET $22fil!
503 Jefferson, Charleston, IL

345-7007

EVERYDAY CARRY-OUT
AND DELIVERY SPECIALSI ,'.
One Topping
of Your Choice

The Daily Eastern News

I

: EBPASTA?=31
Starting at

:

$279 •'.).. 1

I

BREADSTICKS 5 Soft Dough
Breadsticks with Tangy Tomato
Sauce...............................just 99t
With choice of Mild Cheddar or

.. ..
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:

$7.95 with a
I
16" Titln Crust Pizza I

CIANTS20ZSOFTDRINKChoose
from a selection of Coca-Cola

It pays to advertise in

.I

14" Titln Crust Pizza
: Gl»MONICAL'S
with Any

Pizza Isn't All
We're Good At.
EXTRA CHEESE Add Extra Cheese
toyourpiZ7.aandgetanExtraGenerous portion of our choice
Mozzarella....•......•....:..iust 991t
(Offer expires Oct. 31, 1993.

DELIVERY HOURS:
Monday-Friday,4p.m.-Midnight
Saturday le Sunday, NOOll-Midnight
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Haitian right-wingers
cheer U.S. ·withdrawal
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti .
(AP) - Hundreds of militant
right-wingers
cheered
Tuesday as an American
warship left Haiti, in a
retreat that marked a major
setback for the U,N. mission
. to restore democracy here.
The aborted troop deployment threatened to derail
international efforts to prepare for the return of exiled
President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide on Oct. 30, U.S.
officials in Haiti said.
The National Coalition, a
rightist military,-backed
group, declared Tuesday a
"day of indignation," stopping buses to keep children
out of school and urging
their army to resist a foreign "invasion.~'
"We're ready to die!" said
Jacques Robert, 32, an engineer who with scores of others stayed through an allnight "patriotic vigil" ·at the
dock. "We'll stay here til
Oct. 30. We're mobilized .

-

W e don't · want Aristide
back!"
The USS Harlan County
pulled anchor just minutes
after Pentagon ordered it to
withdraw to international
waters.
·Among the crowd of
applauding, cheering people
at dockside was a beaming,
gun-wielding senior aide to
Haitian army commander
Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras, who
ousted Aristide in 1991.
In the match between
Haiti and the .international
community, "Haiti has just
scored the first goal," said
the aide, speaking on condition of anonymity.
Although U.S. officials
say that only a minority of

The Daily E88te:rn New•
EIU DORM FRIDGES

$15 till May

Haitians oppose Aristide's
return, military-supported
violence has hindered the
transition
government
installed under the U.N.
plan to restore democracy.
The Harlan County, carrying 4 72 servicemen from
the United States and
Canada, had floated 800
yards
offshore
since .
Monday, when militarybacked port authorities, in a
direct challenge to the U.N.
mission, refused it a berth.
The troop deployment by
200 U.S. soldiers marked
the beginning in earn.e st of
the U.N. mission. About 100
U.N. personnel, including 46
Americans, arrived earlier
as an advance operation.
The withdrawal followed
anti-U.N. demonstrations,
rampages by a small mob of
army-backed
gunmen
threatening to create another Somalia if the United
States paved the way for
Aristide's return.
·

THIRSTY'S
ORIGINAL .
NICKEL
NIGHT

Order Now for Oct 21 delivery

345-7083
Limited suppplies

'

HONORARY ORDER OF OMEGA

Q

Would Like to Congratulate
, Its Newest
Honorary Member
V.P. For Institutional Advancement

Steven C. Falk
At

GANDOLFI
. .Chicago's iSsues put on hOld CHIROPRACTIC·
~

SPRINGJTIELD (AP) - The Legislature's year labor pact. Under the deal, the school
fall veto session opened Tuesday only to have system's $298 million deficit would be erased
. leaders postpone action on the session's most by a combination of teacher concessions and
pressing issues: Chicago school finances and borrowing.
riverboat casinos. ·
Major elements - borrowing $110 million
Legislative 'leaders planned to adjourn the ·from teacher pension funds and issuing $300
House and the Senate on Wednesday, one day million in bonds backed by local taxes earlier than scheduled, and reconvene Oct. 26 would require three-fifths' approval of the
· for a thre,e-!f~y ses.sion to deal with the Legislature to take effect immediately.
$rem~iAtJg-fssues:"' -..Ju~ "" "" " '
~. •
"The Chicago Teachers Union has
~ House Speaker Michael Majiga,n s,a id ~h~ 1 e:iq>lained to me that they promised that .the
•Chicago Teachers Union told him 'teachers' ' members would be consulted thoroughly and
would reject a school-rescue plan if lawmak- that they would participate in any decision,"
ers approve it before union members can con- Madigan, D-Chicago, said.
sider it.
The union plans a contract vote next
The Chicago Democrat said he wants Wednesday or Thursday. U.S.
action on riverboat gambling in Cook County
District Judge Charles Kocoras said he will
when the Legislature reconvenes, but noth- allow the schools to operate without a bali:qg can pa,,s~ without Gov. Jim Edgar's full anced budget until the Legislature acts.
•support~' i- : ;..;: ·
~
Edgar said the proposed teacher contract
• But Edgar told reporters he should not be was "a step in the right direction" but could
counted on to lobby for riverboat casinos.
not win legislative approval until further
"It's not my responsibility nor my plan to unstated refinements are made.
push a riverboat bill for the city of Chicago
.Edgar praised the language governing borand Cook County," Edgar said. "I am willing rowing from the teacher funds.
to work with them and see a proposal that I
"I think what's very important is .that it's
could ·accept and that I could sign into law."
borrowing that will be paid back," he said.
· ·On the school front, the teachers union and "My understanding of how it was agreed is
the Chicago Board of Education reached a that it would be about as secure as anything
tentative agreement Saturday on a new two- could be."
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2115 18 tb St. Call 345-4065

Expires October 27, 1993.
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of equal value or less.*
. w/purchase of any size drink
Not valid with any other discount offer.
Valid with this coupon only. One coupon per customer.
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After nine years of providing Eastern
Students with quality Chiropractic care, we
are welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to per-,
form our services on your first visit absolute··
ly free with this certificate! This inc;:ludes
consultation, treatment., and x-rays if indicated. Call NOW to schedule your appointment.
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"Buy any 6" Sub Sandwich at regular
price and GET ONE FREE!"

I

Pitchers

EVERYTHING'S FREE

4Vf~•C'-~fJ£STDRESSflJSl!oNDWICH
430 West Lincoln•Charleston, IL•61920
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In Charleston
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Restaurant, Sports Bar
&. Banquet facility

- Way Ba.ck Wednesday
Featuring Big Ben
Bud Light ~Miller Lite
20. oz Drafts $ 1.50
Pool $1.25

·.

Super Salad &.. Soup Bar -All You Can Eat $4.25
Wednesday Lunch: BBQ Riblet Sandwich $4.50
Wednesday Dinner: 6 oz. Ribeye, Fries, Side Salad $5.50
Your Baseball Playoff Headquarters
Sunday Brunch: 10-2. All You Can Eat
Call to rent our new Banquet Facility for your special event.

Never a Covert

*New Patients only, Certificate
must be presented on 1st visit
Expires Oct. 31, 1993
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estimony continues
n Amtrak rail disaster
WASHINGTON (AP) - If the operator of a
boat near Mobile, Ala., had known how to
his radar, he would not have misread a raild bridge as a barge and hit it, a Coast Guard
cer testified Tuesday.
One of the barges being towed struck the
'dge, setting in motion events that led to the
· dliest wreck in the history of Amtrak, the
Merchant Marine Committee was told.
Amtrak's Sunset Limited passenger train
· ed while crossing the Bayou Canot bridge
ly on Sept. 22. Forty-seven people were
ed and 153 injured.
'.'lfhe (the towboat operator) had known how
use the radar, he would have seen something
· ht across the river and known he did not
t to move toward it," Coast Guard Rear
. James Card.
Card told this to reporters after a hearing
re the House Merchant Marine Committee.
The early morning scene was foggy, the panel
told, and the towboat operator believed
t he was near a barge to which he could tie
Dennis F. Sullivan, Amtrak's executive vice

president and chief operating officer, said the
passenger train derailed "because a section of
the bridge had been struck by a tug and its
barges and had been knocked out of line about
three and one-half feet."
"This shift left a bridge girder fouling the
track for our oncoming train," Sullivan said.
The committee was told that other than the
radar and a radio, the towboat carried no chart,
compass or other navigational tools.
"To the best of my knowledge there was no
compass in that wheel house," Card said,
adding that there is no regulation requiring
such aids.
Rep. Billy Tauzin, D-La., said he is introducing legislation requiring that all towing vessels
carry those basic navigational tools.
"This bill was drafted to fill the gaping hole
that currently exists in the regulation of uninspected towing vessels," Tauzin said.
"Had there been navigational charts, that
would have indicated the presence of a bridge.
Had there been a compass, that would have
indicated that they were off course," said Rep.
Howard Coble, R-N.C.
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ops found guilty of murder
DETROIT (AP) - Two forThe judge gave Nevers the when he refused orders to
er policemen convicted of stiffer sentence, although open his clenched hand.
ating a motorist to death both men were convicted of Green died on the way to a
tside an inner-city crack second-degree murder. A hospital.
use escaped life sentences request to extend bail was
"I did not kill Malice
esday, one getting 12 to denied and they were taken Green," Nevers told the
years behind bars, the to a state prison at Jackson judge, his voice shaking and
er eight to 18 years.
for processing. They likely his body slumped. "I never
The judge said Larry will be moved to a federal intended to hurt him, to do
evers and Walter Budzyn prison within weeks.
anything to him other than
ust be held accountable
Before sentencing, Green's to arrest him for a felony."
"I just reacted to the resisen if they didn't intend to family made emotional pleas
tance to the arrest," said
ill Malice Green, 35, an to the judge.
nemployed steelworker
"It is time for the world to Nevers, 53 , who had been
ho suffered at least 14 see through the excuses aqd honored several times durlows to the head and had face the truth - being black, ing his 24 years on the police
unemployed and having force.
of his scalp torn off.
Budzyn was barely audiThe / dismissed officers - used drugs did not kill
artners known as Starsky Malice. Mr. Budzyn and Mr. ble, wiping tears from a face
d Hutch on their beat - · Nevers killed my husband," that had remained emotionppealed to Judge George W. said his widow, Rose Mary less through the trial.
"I'm sorry for what has
rockett III for leniency in Green.
oking whispers.
Witnesses during the offi- happened. I was just doing
They said they didn't cers' summer-long trial testi- my job. I never struck Mr.
ean for Green to die and fied they saw the two white Green - never," said Budzyn,
'd he just got out of hand. officers repeatedly beat 4 7, who served 19 years on
rockett responded that it Green with their heavy the force and had been
as the officers who got out metal flashlights outside a named precinct officer of the
suspected drug house Nov. 5 year in 1990.
fhand.

Don't ntiss ourj.,
$1.99
Spaghetti Special
Every Wedn~~d~aYr,..n°!'"~~
• Large Dining Area ·
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• Poor Boy Sandwiches
• Salads, Beer & Wine

345-3890
or

345-3400
1600 LINCOLN
CHARLESTON
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Ifonorary Order of Omega
Laura Anderson AfA
Kirsten Buford Z<l>B
Shannon Casey I,K .
Robyn Christopherson dZ
Jennifer DeRouin LK
Sean Gilliam AXA
Matthew Giordano ATA
Luciana Gomes <I>LI,
Rachel Gudeman AZ
Karen Lambke ArA

Kevin Lipke LN
Kevin Mullen LX
Matthew Raymond LU:<ll
Darrell Rennels KAP
Troy Swanson IIKA
Megan Targonski ArA
Jennifer Watson ArA
Kelly Willis IIKA
Bradley Winn LN
Rick Wright LU:<ll

Excellence in Scholarship and Leadership
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"My Secretary"-Resumes, letters, and papers. For appointment, call 345-6807 after 4 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Typing. Word Perfect & Laser
printing, $21pg. Call 348-5118.
_ _ _ _ _ca10/5,6, 12, 13

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
· and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
· The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

ACCEPTING applications in the
following areas due to program
expansion: Habilitation aides,
Housekeeping/Janitorial staff,
Activities staff, Dietary staff, and
supervisory positions at all levels. Competitive salaries.
Benefits where applicable.
Apply in person at 738 18th St.,
738 18th St., Chas., IL EOE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENT:
Students Needed! Earn up to
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on
fishing vessels. Many employers
provided Room & Board &
Transportation. No experience
necessary. For more information
call: (206) 545-4155, ext. A5738.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29

Wanted: Ladies for lingerie
modeling, call (217) 463-5435
for an interview.

DIREU'.rORY
MEBTIVEM

OFJJ'EBED

TB.1."VEL
TB..lININ&/Mceoou

HELP 1llfANrED
lllf.&.NTED

WE ARE A YOUNG AND CAR1NG COUPLE WHO WANT
NOTHING MORE THAN TO
BE PARENTS. WE CAN
OFFER SO MUCH TO A
CHILD IF GIVEN THE
CHANCE. A LOVING HOME,
EAGER GRANDPARENTS,
SECURITY AND A BRIGHT
FUTURE. IF ADOPTION IS A
THOUGHT
FOR
YOU,
PLEASE CALL MIM AND
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/1
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Roommates Needed: large
house, close to campus. Own
room, share utilities. Rent
negotiable. Call John at 3487923. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER '94.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,
CLOSE
TO
CAMPUS.
$155/MONTH. CALL 345-8680.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18

Dorm-size refrigerators for rent.
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St.
348-7746. 9-5.
-------..,..--12110
THREE FEMALES SEEK ONE
MORE TO SHARE EXPENSES
IN A LARGE 4 BR. FURNISHED HOUSE WITH W/D;
1530 2ND ST., AVAILABLE
1211/93. LEAVE MESSAGE AT
345-1160/345-2564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
2 bedroom apartment for two to
four people. Furnished, heat
paid. Available immediately.
Lincolnwood
Pine
Tree
Apartment. 345-6000.

LOST: PURPLE PURSE OUTSIDE ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
HOUSE. IF FOUND, PLEASE
RETURN TO ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA HOUSE OR CALL 3481777.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Found in Buzzard Building a
gold hoop earring with different
colored dots on it. Claim at
Student Publications, Rm. 127
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
FOUND: GOLDEN RETRIEVER OR GOLDEN LAB,
APPROXIMATELY 7 MONTHS.
BLUE COLLAR, NO TAGS.
CALL 345-7453.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Watch found In Rm. 307 Blair
Hall around the end of
September. To claim stop by
Rm. 209, Blair Hall. Talk to Dr.
Whittenbarger.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
LOST: 2 RINGS IN THE
UPPER WEIGHT AREA OF
THE REC CENTER ON OCT.
11 AROUND 9:00 A.M.
REWARD OFFERED. PLEASE
CALL
581-3835
ASAP.
THANKS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Lost: Casio graphing calculator

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
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Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student

O Yes O

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY
AVAILABLE! $6.6 BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112. •
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12110
Costumes: Adult rentals, child
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 2354844.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
HEY DELTA ZETA: We are
looking forward to having a
great homecoming week with
the best ladies on campus.
Love, the Men of Pi Kappa
Alpha.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13

A pair of glasses were found in
Minority Administration Office in
Blair Hall. They are for a farsighted person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

Classified Ad Form
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sale. Affordable and a good
investment, $2,000.00. Call
348-0405 between 7-10 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/15
1978 Full Size Mercury Wagon,
390 cu. in., V-8, AC, driven
daily. 93 kmi, $700 OBO. Call
581-2429.

ACROSS
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10/18
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No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

1 Flogged, in a
way
6 Keglers' org.
&Smallgull
12 Make haste
13 Wharton's "The
Innocence"
1sA Gardner
1&0nce more
17 Dormouse
11Krazy-19A fibrous
protein
21 The Venerable
22 Meeting place
for Zeno
25 Browning 's
" -- Vogler"

2& Utensil on a
pencil
28Vandal
29 Morse-code
signal
30Guard
31 Kelep, e.g .
32 Role for
Rosalind
Russell
33 Concern of 52
Across: Abbr.
34 Hebrew letter
35Teaching
method for the
hearing
impaired
38 General's asst.
41 Fed. agency
since 1970
43Tolkien
creatures
44 - - -Magnan

45Cargo
48 Flurry
49Rib
so " ... not even
- - " : C. Moore
51 NE, e.g.
52 Member of
Clinton's
Cabinet
53 We, in Paris
54 Laid up for
future use
57 Society bud
58 Come afterward
59 Church area
63 Shoe-box
shape: Abbr.
84 Man of odes
85Vamoose!
88 Burns negative
67 Transgress
&a French states

COSTUME RENTAL! HUGE
ADULT SELECTION! REASONABLE RATES. 7 P.M.-9
P.M. SUNDAY-THURSDAY. 310
MADISON, CHARLESTON.
345-2617.
_ _ _ _ _ca10/4-7, 11-29
Balloons for your Sweetie.
Sweetest Day, Oct. 16. Up UP
& Away. 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/11, 13
Don't
Forget
to
Vote!
Homecoming
Elections,
Monday, October 18, 7:30 4:00, University Union and
Coleman Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/15
SWEETEST DAY CARDS,
BALLOONS,
SWEETS,
TREATS & GIFT ASSORTMENTS. PERFECT FOR
YOUR SOMEONE SPECIAL.
OUR FRIENDLY PERSONNEL
WILL ASSIST YOU
IN
PREPARING THAT PERFECT
GIFT. WE DELIVER TOO.
TOKENS UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Lori Sloan and Kerri Lay of
AST: Congratulations on being
the AST Scholar of the Week.
Love, Your Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
EL MARDIN'S in Chicago.
Home of the infamous margarita, hosting EIU Nite
Thurs. No cover. $2.00 24 oz
Bud & Bud light. 3407 N.
Clark, 327-4646
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want in One Week!
$100 •.•$600••.$1500!
Market applications for VISA

MASTERCARD, MCI,
AMOCO, etc. Call for your
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify
for FREE TRIP to MTV

SPRING BREAK '94
Call l-800-950-1039, ext. 75.

BRYAN AND BRIAN: HAD
GREAT TIME AT THE AS
SHINDIG. THANKS FO
EVERYTHING! LOVE, Kl
AND KIM
--.,.-----,,.------,,-:::--.,.-10/13
HOT NEWS, HOT NEWS
Congratulations to Kristy Cla
of AST on getting engaged
Jim the fireman. Tau love, 'ri
Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Students remember to atte
the Law School Caravan
Krannert Center Mon., Octo
18. For rides meet at the S
corner, Coleman Hall at 9:
a.m. Excuses will be avail
Also Mock Trial applications
due by October 22. Pick one
at CH 2141. All majors we
come.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1~1
Be Tan by Homecoming, 1
tans, $28.00 thru Oct. 15
JAMAICAN TAN, 348-0018
410 7th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1~1
ANGIE HEADY: HAPPY 22N
BIRTHDAY! LOVE, YOU
ROOMMATES, TOBI, NANC
&LEAH
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50
53
57
63

DOWN
1 Half a dance
2Summermo.
3 New Deal inits.
•Pam of "The
Cosby Show"
s Unit of force
6 Lovely lass
7 Richard and Pat
I Fore's opposite
9 Skedaddles
10 He does some

Under Classification of: - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ __ _
no. words/days
Payment:

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.

~EJlll

shuffling
11 Diluted
-+.,..._,;,+,;~"'4 13 Part of Dixie
--+--+-+-.....,,~ 14 Step on it
""'"".-....................... 20 Speeder's
nemesis
~

DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

,,.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

66

21 Report of a sort
22 Former Iranian
ruler
23 Do a key job
24 Posthaste
27 A great amount
32 Ghostly sounds
36 Cookbooks
have them
37 Marabou, for
one
39 Kind of coffee
40 Showman Bill:
1846-1917

42 Name of 12
popes
45 Michael--,
memorable
actor
46 Protozoan
47 Canadian who
discovered
kerosene: 1852
s2Command

55 Despot
56Comfort
saDuke
Ellington's
monogram
60 Mrs., in Mexico
&1 Cato's lang.
12Bad - -.
German spa

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

News
Inside Edition

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Bowling

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Mac &Mutley
Pet Connection

Reading Rainbow
Gerbert

Andy Griffith
Bev. Hillbillies

Unsolved
Mysteries

CBS Reports

Thea
Joe's Life

Murder
She Wrote

Movie:
Bloodsport

Scientific American
Frontiers

LA. Law

Beverly Hills 9021 O

Living Planet

Little House

Movie: The
Blues Brothers

In the Spotlight

Movie: She
Knows Too Much

Melrose Place

Wings

Bonanza .

Now
Law&Order

48 Hours

Home Improve.
Grace Under Fire
Crusaders

News
Tonight

To be Announced
News

News
Married ...

Boxing

Speed Week
SportsCenter

Movie:
Havana

Major Dad
Wings

News

The Grateful
and the Dead

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Beyond 2000

News
America

Night Court
Renegade

Being Served?
Movie

Chevy Chase

Living Planet

Roy Rogers
Movie

Unsolved Myst.

Movie: Popcorn

e Dall7 Eute:rn News
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hillies go in for the kill Free agent Bol
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Their closer 1980 World Series champion'Ship season was
teeters on the brink of disaster with every "Ya Gotta Believe." But who would have
pitch. Their top defensive replacement has believed this? "A lot of people said we didn't
nearly thrown away two games. Their oppo- belong on the same field as the Braves comnent talks with the bold cockiness of a two- ing into this series," manager Jim Fregosi
time defending champion.
said.
Yet the Philadelphia Phillies have these
"But now you're seeing how we got here."
talented, oh-so-confident Atlanta Braves . That they're even keeping up with the
right where they want them for Wednesday's Braves - who have outscored them 30-17 is inexplicable. Reliever Mitch Williams has
Game 6 of the National League playoffs.
At home. Down a game. Needing another blown two leads and nearly a third, and
third baseman Kim Batiste's ninth-inning
miracle.
These scruffy, unshaven, beer-bellied, errors in Game 1 and Game 5 almost ruined
underdog, overachieving Phillies lead the two exquisitely pitched games by Curt
aeries 3-2 and need one more win to play in Schilling.
But while the Phillies have been embarthe World Series for the first time since
1983. They seized the lead with yet another rassed 23-7 in their two losses, they're winimpossible victory, 4-3 on Lenny Dykstra's ning the tight ones: 4-3 in Game 1, 2-1 in
homer in the lOth inning of Game 5 Monday Game 4, 4-3 in Game 5. Weren't the Braves,
despite blowing a three-run lead in the who have lost their last seven one-run postseason games, supposed to wait to the World
ninth.
Tommy Greene (16-4), who had won his Series before losing the close games? "We
last 13 decisions at Veterans Stadium before better win big (Wednesday) because we're
ing torched 14-3 by Atlanta's home-run sure not doing the little things in the close
machine in ·Game 2, will be rematched with games," Otis Nixon said.
Greg Maddux (20-10) in Game 6. The game
"You can only get in these situations so
e - either 3:07 p.m. EDT or 8:12 p.m. many times," Jeff Blauser said. "We're used
T - wasn't determined until after Game 6 to having our backs against the wall, but
the AL playoffs Tuesday.
you don't want to be doing this too often. But
The Phillies' rallying cry during their we've done it again."

joins Miami Heat
(

· WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. shots. He led the league twice:
(AP)- Manute Bol,.the 7-foot- as a rookie in 1985-86 with
7 center who spent the last 397 and in 1987-88 at Golden
three seasons with the State with 345.
Philadelphia 76ers, signed
Bol began his eight-year
Tuesday with the Miami Heat NBA cllreer with the
as a~ agent.
Washington Bullets as their
Bol, 30, will backup Rony second-round draft pick out of .
Seikaly.
the University of Bridgeport.
· A native of Sudan, Bol has
He was traded to the
the third-highest career Warriors after three seasons
blocked shot average at 3.41 for Dave Feitl and a draft
per game and is only the sev- pick, then was acquired by
enth player in league history the 76ers in exchange for a
to block more than 2,000 first-round choice.

Bulls' life goes on
CHICAGO (AP) - Injuries and the retirement of Michael
Jordan may leave guard B.J. Armstrong as the only returning .
starter in the lineup when the Chicago Bulls open their preseason Friday against the Seattle SuperSonics.
Horace Grant has a sprained ankle and some swelling, said
Bulls coach Phil Jackson. It's the same ankle that Grant
injured during the playoffs last season.
"It swelled up from running in training camp," Grant said~
"It's just day-to-day depending on how it responds." Scottj_e
Pippen had surgery on his right ankle this summer.

THETH~T~=~-~-

SS OF ESA: YOU GIRLS
DOING GREAT! l'M
OUD TO BE YOUR
OGE TRAINER. KEEP IT
ESA LOVE, CYNDI
=:=o:-----=-=-10/13
CLARK :
ngratulations on your
ement!I It's about time!
, Jodee, Jules, & Ronda
.,.,__________ 10/13
ARI LYMAN & MICHELE
TALE you are doing a
EAT JOB. We appreciate all
ur hard work! Love, your
LTAZETAsisters
,__.,..,...,,..,,....,.,.,.,..---10/13
L MARDIN'S in Chicago.
ome of the infamous
rgarita, Hosting EIU Nile,
rs. No cover. $2, 24 oz Bud
Bud light. 3407 N. Clark. 327~-;---.....,-:-....,...-10/14

dy Jawonski

of AST:
gratulations on being the
active of the week. You did
great job organizing the world
'esl

months of being close friends.
What a shock. The Bat Child.
10/13
JAQUI JOHNSON: Congrats
on being nominated for
Freshman Attendant! I am so
proud of MY GRANDBABY!
Love, Nikole
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
MAUREEN
LEARY:
Congratulations on getting
LAVALIERED
to
Brian
Schroeder of Sigma Chi. Your
DELTA ZETA sisters are very
happy for you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KITTY!
Let's go Crazy! Get ready,
you're going to drink your
weight in alcohol! Love Cheryl
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Congratulations to Troy
Swanson and Kelly Willis on
being accepted to the HONORARY ORDER OF OMEGA.
YourPikeBrosareproud.
_ _ _ _ _ ___ 10/13
Last Chance to buy your sweetie a carnation. On Sale in the
Union from 10-4 today!

PANAMA CITY BASH, 3
MALES
LEAVING
W E D N E S D A Y .
INTERESTED? CALL STEVE,
348-7650 OR CHAD, 5816746.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ 10/13
TRICIA: HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY. The Day has FINALLY
come! Get ready for Thursday
Night. You'll be so sock from
that DQ cake! Hal Ha! Luv,
Rachel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
ASA
FLAG
FOOTBALL
TEAMS: YOU GUYS ARE
GREAT! KEEP UP THE HIGH
SPIRITS! YOUR SISTERS
ARE ROOTING FOR YOU!
10/13
Give that someone special a
birthday surprise! Take out a
birthday ad in The Daily
Eastern News!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ha-00
TO THE BEAUTIFUL NEW
MEMBERS OF DELTA ZETA:
YOU ARE AWESOME! KEEP
UP THE GREAT WORK. WE
LOVE OUR BABY TURTLES.

Calvin and Hobbes

Phi Sigma Sigma New
Members: Hang in there! Only
3 weeks left. We Love you.
Love, The Actives
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
BEN JOHNSON AND DENNIS LINN: Your names are
finally in the paper! Are you
happy now!?! Love, Jen Van
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
AMY HAWKS: YOU ARE THE
BEST DAUGHTER I COULD
ASK FOR. WE ARE GOING
TO HAVE A BLAST TOGETHER! A-PHI LOVE, JEN.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
DEAR SIG PIE: Thank you
very much for the beautiful,
purple mums! We'll never forget that memorial night! Love,
The Phi Sigma Sigma new
members and Wendy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
THE LADIES OF ALPHA PHI
WOULD LIKE TO CORDIALLY WELCOME THE SIGMA PI
HOUSEMOM
DELORES
ROBINSON TO EASTERN!
WE WISH YOU THE BEST

by Bill Watterson
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
AFFIRMATIVC.
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NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass at 9 p.m. in the
Newman Center Chapel at the corner of Ninth Street and Lincoln
Avenue. A social will follow.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS will have a visit from program
directors today from 1: 15-2:45 p.m. in Room 101 of the Life Science
Building. Program Directors from three southern Illinois and Indiana
hospitals will talk to students about applications to their clinical pro;
grams whictJ, are. nec~s,s.ary t°'POfTIPl~te the Me.Q.I~ l\aaiCJ:
Rt::CREATIONAL SPORT~CO-REC Basketball entrie~, wj)l·aGCepted
starting today at 1 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the Student
Recreation Center Lobby.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS VOLLEYBALL entry deadline is today
from 1-10 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the Student Recreation
Center Lobby.
STUDENT ACTION TEAM will meet tonight at 7 p.m. in the Paris
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. All are welcome.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will be window painting for
Homecoming from 10 a.m.- 5 p.m. Oct. 14 at the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. Anyone who has some free time and wants to
help paint the window is welcome. Call Jon Crask at 581-5877 for
more information.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will hold a business meeting tonight from
5:30·7 p.m. in the Coleman Hall Auditorium. Executive board members will meet at 5:15 p.m.
PHI CHI ACTIVE meeting will be tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the ·
Psychology Lounge. All members are expected to attend. All committees and the exec, board will meet at 6 p.m. Bring dues.
MOCK-TRIAL APPLICATIONS are due no later than Oct. 22. Any
interested student may apply.
SOCIETY FOR THE Advancement of Mgmt. will meet tonight at 7
p.m. in Room 206 of Coleman Hall.
IAEA WILL MEET tonight at 6 p.m. in Room 302B of the Fine Arts
Building. Guest~ will speak on student teaching. Pizza will be served.
Please come.
BACCHUS WILL MEET tonight at 6:15 p.m. in the Effingham Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. Everyone welcome.
JR. IFC MEETING will be tonight at 6 p.m. in the Greenup Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. All fraternities must have
two pledge class members at each meeting or the will be assessed a
fine.
PHILOSOPHY FORUM WILL have a speaker, Dr. Brain Beakly, to
present some views on paradox and infinity tonight at 7 p.m. in Room
326 of Coleman Hall.
PHI GAMMA NU will have an actives meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in
Room 303 of Coleman Hall. Informal, but remember to wear letters
today.
ZETA PHI BETA will have a Candy Sale and Beautician
Appointments today from 9 a.m. -3 p.m. in Coleman Hall. The women
of Zeta will have a licensed beautician on campus Oct. .21 and 22.
Make your appt. at the Candy Sale. For more information call Kekey
at581-5331.
ICHF·IRISH CULTURAL Heritage Foundation will have a
Homecoming Banner Making Party at 9 p.m. Oct. 17. For location .
call 3454-4659 or 345-4983. Please bring dues ($15) and
Homecoming T-shirt money ($10 optional).
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL will have a Step Show Committee
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. In the Oakland Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
BSU CAN PICK up Homecoming tickets In advance from 9a.m.·3
p.m. Oct. 19, 20, 21 in Room 201, the BSU office.
L.A.S.O. WILL NOT have its regular Thursday meeting on Oct. 14
HOMECOMING ACTIVES SUBCOMMITTEE ·will have an informational meeting on the Oct. 20 Fun Games Day at 6 p.m. Oct. 13 in
tha Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. All organizations participating in Homecoming events are
required to attend.
PRE·LAW CLUB will hold its weekly meeting today at 3 p.m. in
Room 207 of Coleman Hall. All majors weloome.
Please Note: campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
NON-PRORT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. An Clips should be submitted
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before the
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contalns conflicting Information will not be published.
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Farner Catfish Hunter for the most innings
pitched in the playoffs.
Warren Newson replaced slumping Bo
Jackson as the designated hitter, homered in
the ninth off Duane Ward, who got a save.
Stewart outpitched Fernandez for the sec01id time in a week, all the while adding to
his October legacy.
The perfect picture of calm, he even
seemed to laugh after giving up his first run
on a bases-loaded walk to Frank Thomas in
the third inning.

• From Page 12

the New York Yankees in 1978.
·. Stewart, named playoff for the MVP second time, was not with the Blue Jays when
they worked out Monday.
His late arrival Monday .night, however,
did not rattle him. He pitched 7 1-3 innings
and gave up two runs on four hits. He
walked four and struck out three.
Stewart extended his record for most
playoff victories - teammate Juan Guzman
is next with just four. He also passed Hall of

• From Page 12

- 10 for doubles play her junior
year and in the top 16 her
senior year.
.Wulfers had an outstandin:g freshman year, compiling
a 27-10 singles record and a
record of 30-7 in doubles play.
Other awards included finishing in first place (No. 1
singles) at the Millikin
Invitational and second place
(No . 2 doubles) at the
Gateway
Conference

UP LATE YOU'VE GOT NO
DAil FOR HOMEWORK YOU
CAN'T MOTIVATE YOU'RE

HUNGRY AS HELL

IT'S COLD OUTSIDE

BURGERS ARE OUT 'CAUSE
YOU GOT NO RIDE

DORM FOOD STINKS
THEY'RE SERVIN LIVER

Tournament.
After Th~r~sa Ramage
replaced her at No. 1 singles,
Wulfers' sophomore year was
just as impressive, as she finished the year at No .. 2 sin. gles with a 27-10 record;
· then teamed up with Ramage .
to compile a 30-7 record in
No. 1 doubles action.
'Even though the injury
has hampered her junior
year campaign, Wulfers has
still managed to capture the
Millikin Invitational at No. 2

JIMMY JOHN'S®
WE DELIVER

singles, and tie for first in
No. 1 singles at the EIU
Invitational. In No. 1 doubles action, Wulfers and
Ramage garnered first place
finishes
in
the
EIU
Invitational and Millikin
lilvitational, while finishing
second at the EIU Classic
and the Mid-Continent
Conference Tournament.
Eastern will be back in
action Thursday when it
travels to Illinois Wesleyan
in a 2:30 p.in. dual meet.

345~1075
©COPYRIGHT 1993 pMMY JOHN'S INC.

·:Northern ____________
t From Page 12
While I won't put it on the line and say
whether or not Eastern will lose this weekend or if the Panthers will win another game
. this season, my preseason b.a seball picks are
still alive.
Back in March, on the heels of picking the
·' NCAA Finals match up correctly, I wrote
that the Toronto Blue Jays and Atlanta
· Braves would wind up in ·the World Series
with the Braves bringing the title back to
America.
Forget the fact that I wrote those teams
1.

rt•

j

_.L

•

I

. ;
111

would be playing the Oakland Athletics and
Montreal Expos to get there. I still have a
shot at being correct.
So I can sympathize with Stovall. He put
himself on the line. So if he runs for more
than· 100 yards and Northern Iowa wins by
three or four touchdowns, Eastern could be
labeled as an easy team. And if the Braves
can win the next two games and go on to win
the series, I can look like a genius.
Who knows?

Don O'Brien is the editorial page editor of
The Daily Eastern News.

Now you can go to the library
wittiout leavmgyour room ·
".,/ .

Bring your papers, projeas andpresentalicns lo
------ life by incorporating plxJlos, clip art and a buge variety
-----oftype fonts-all available on.CD-ROM. .
.

lnteracm;e.programs on CD-ROM .
®er every subjectfrom Polilics lo physiology.
And Ibey inrotporale sound, animalkm, music ~'-------
and video dips. So ordinary lopiGs becorrze
more exdling, involvirig and re/evan/. ·.

.

.

Plugin apair ofself-powered.
speakers and the CD-ROM drive plays audio

.

Because a single CD-ROM disc stores~/..
mfo.rmati® than 5oq floppy, di.$fls, you'll bp1ible lo
---inslanlly il«,ess encjeltJpedids, dictionaries and - - - extensive dalabases-all with the cliclz ofa mouse.
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dritfe. Buy one, andyou're ma/zing an ·
investmenl that wi/J last you well inlo the fature.
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We'll even help you start
'your own CD-ROM library. Buy_ the
Macintosh Centris 610 now, andyou'll
also rereive the CD-ROM gift pad:.
two discs that include an eleclrotzic
~pedia, a dictWnary, irzteractive
roclz videos, musicfor your audio
CD player and more (worth $3271).

CD-ROM teChnolbgy brings vast new
c,apahiJiJies lo the deslzlop. W1Jich is why, soon, .
more and more romputers wi/J include a CD-ROM ' '

... .

CDs too ;_so you r:an work away,
wbile listening lo your favorlle music.

·/

Apple Macinlosb Cenlris •• 610 .
8/zyJ wilb CD-IDM, Macintosh (,p/or .

.·

·Display andApple Extended Ke)'board ll.
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"
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Cff-ROM technology puts libraries of information at yotir finger- · our CD gift pack. VISit your·Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
. tips, and eiiables you .to work with sound, video and 'animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple~tornputer Loari.~ And J. ..
the Macintosh Centris'" 610 with CD~ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macin.tosh~ The7power·to be your best~ • .
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reshmen pushing the pace in cross country
BRIAN HARRIS

When it comes to freshmen, men's
88 country coach ,John Mcinerney
always taken a relaxed approach.
never expects much out of them,
prefers that they take their time in
· g used to collegiate competition.
But in his three years of coaching at
tern, freshmen have consistently
Brian Allen
Rick Walden
among his top performers.
The sifuation is much the same this in winning both the 800 and 1600n, as four of the top 10 runners on meter runs at the state track meet,
erney's squad are indeed rookies which is held on O'Brien Field every
· tout of high school.
year.
•Each year we bring in some real
Allen has been consistent as
ity kids," said Mcinerney. "They Eastern's fifth man, and just last
't have as much pressure to per- Saturday was the team's third across
well like the older guys do, and I the line at the Big Ten-packed Indiana
that gives them the freedom to Invitational.
let loose and go."
"I was really happy with my race at
Leading this year's bunch are two Indiana," said Allen."The season's been
8 out of St. Joseph-Ogden High, going really well for me. My main goal
Allen and Rick Walden, whose was really just to get through it uninwon two straight Class A state .jured. Coming in I didn't know where I
es in cross country as well as the would be on the team. I thought I'd be
championship this past spring.
anywhere from fifth to 15th man.
Allen scored 20 of Ogden's 34 points
"After winning both the 800 and

1600 at state, I knew I was ready to
run in college."
Walden's progress was steady at the
beginning of the season, starting off as
the Panthers' llth man, but at Indiana
he made a dramatic improvement in
finishing as Eastern's fifth man.
Walden said he knew two years ago
that he wanted to attend Eastern.
Allen, on the other hand, made the
decision at the last minute. Both of
them, however, heard much about the
program through their coach, Jim
Acklin, who competed for Eastern in
the late 1970s.
"Both programs were really similar,"
said Walden. "Also, I liked Coach Mac,
and what he stood for."
Allen agrees.
"Both programs have the same attitude in training, and really fight
through the small school barrier and
succeed," Allen said. "Rick and I have
experienced a lot of success together."
The big adjustment for most freshmen is the increase in racing distance
from 5,000 meters (3.1 miles) in high
school to 8,000 meters (4.97 miles) in
college.

"The adjustment is really tough at
first," Walden said. "Instead of stopping
at three miles you're just getting going.
It's real nice to have someone I know
on the team, and push me in practice.
I'm real happy with how things are
progressing, and the rest of the guys on
the team are great."
Allen and Walden aren't the only
newcomers making waves this season.
Ryan Meece of Coal City, and Cory
Smith of Crystal Lake, both all-state
performers in high school, have been
seen in Eastern's top seven so far.
And if one counts redshirts Jason
Anhalt and Solomon Woods, as well as
walk-on sophomore Rodger Ebert, the
list gets even longer.
"I always expect the new guys to do
their best," Mcinerney said. "But I also
realize the adjustments they have to
make, getting used to a new coach and
a new team, as well as getting their
academics situated.
"I know what they go through. So
the main thing I try and emphasize is
to just relax, show up, and run. And so
far it's been working out pretty well."

ooters hope TV ·exposure keeps team rolling
Sunday's Mid-Continent
nference
match
up
tween Northern Illinois
d Eastern will be televised
SportsChannel. The game
arts at noon but will be
own on Charleston cable
ation 35 at 4:30 p.m.
day.
"The chance to play on
levision gives us some
at exposure to soccer fans
roughout the Midwest.
opefully people will get
cited about the quality of
er displayed at EIU and
ughout the entire confernce," Eastern coach Cizo
o8nia said.
• With the Mid-Continent
onference soccer season
earing the midway point for

the year, the new kid on
block is proving he belongs.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee is in
its first year as a member of
the Mid-Con. The Panthers
from UWM are on top of the
standings so far with a 2-0
conference record and a 7-3-2
overall record.
The Panthers are the
highest scoring team in the
Mid-Con, scoring 34 goals in
12 games, or 2.68 per game.
Senior Tony Sanneh, who
third in the league in scoring
(8 goals, 6 assists), recently
moved into fourth place on
the Panthers' all-time assists
list with his 23rd of his
career.
Junior forward Trevor
Sisk is also adding some pop

Mother's.

•

to the
Panther
offense,
scoring
s i
x
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assisting on three others.
Sophomore forward Jake
Provan also has six goals.
Don't expect to see the
Panthers moving to the Big
Ten Conference anytime
soon. Wisconsin-Milwaukee
lost to Indiana 6-0 last week,
extending its winless streak
against the Hoosiers to 18
games. The Panthers now
own a lifetime mark of 0-17-1
against the Hoosiers.
• Cleveland State sopho-

~

more goalie Jason Krnac
recorded two shutouts over
conference teams last week
and was named the MidContinent Conference player
of the week.
Krnac blanked Western
Illinois 2-0 last Friday and
followed that up with a 1-0
shutout of Eastern on
Sunday. Both shutouts came
on the road as he racked up
19 saves. He now has five
shutouts on the year to lead
the Mid-Con.
• A pair of freshmen have
burst onto the Mid-Con scene
early on. Eastern's freshman
forward Brad McTighe is the
top scorer in the league with
12 goals and two assists for
26 points. Right behind him

in second place is WisconsinGreen Bay freshman forward
Bo Hansen with 22 points.
Hansen has nine goals and
three assists after a scoring
three goals over ,t he wee~end.
J- ,, ,
• After starting the season
off 1-4-1, Northern Illinois
has turned things around.
The Huskies have won six of
their last seven games to
improve to 7-5-1 overall.
However, they are 0-2-1 in
the Mid-Con entering a pair
of_ _hnm~ 1,e~g.ue _games
against Western Illinois and
Eastern.

- Compiled by sports editor Ryan Giusti
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$1 Specials on your favorlte
drinks and bottles!
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MY DEGREE GOT ME TllE DITEBVIEW.
ARMY BOTC GOT ME THE JOB.
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Things got pretty competitive for this
job. I'msuremycollegedegreeandgood
grades kept me in the running. But in
the end it was the leadership and managernent experienc-e I got ti'-.llOi:igh

Army Rare that won them over.
You can begin to develop impressive
leadership skills with an Army
ROTC elective. Register now without
obligation. ·
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ARMYROTC

Special Guests: The The

Wed., Oct. 20 7:30 p.m.

TIE SMIRTISl'COl.lmE
CODRSEYOIJ CU TAKE. .
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For details, visit Room 308, Klehm Hall or call

581-5944

For Wulfers,
the time to
shine ·is now
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

Sometimes, individuals
face a time in their life where
they have to be patient.
Fortunately for junior
Sainantha Wulfers, this faze
it almost over.
Wulfers is currently the
No. 2 singles player on the
women's tennis
team.
Unfortunately, a severe ankle
sprain has kept her from
reaching her full potential
this season.
Over the summer, Wulfers
was playing tennis on a court
that lrad numerous cracks on
it.. Consequently, she tripped
on one of the cracks and suffered the injury.
"The.injury is not as bad as
it was since the beginning of
the season," said Wulfers. "I

still have to go to the training
room everyday to get it taped
up, but I won't have to worry
about it anymore by next
spring."
Coach John Ross is also
anxious for Wulfers' injury to
heal, as he knows the level of
competition she is able to
compete against.
"Currently, Samantha is
playing 'between 70 and 80
percent," said Ross. "But
when the spring rolls around,
I am anticipatfo.g for her to
have a tremendous season."
Wulfers, a marketing
major, has played tennis
since she was about 5 years
old. She qualified for state all
four years of her Normal
Community High School
career, and placed in the top

• Continued on Page 10
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Jwtior Samantha Wulfers prepares to return a serve during Tuesday afternoon's women's
tennis practice. Wulfers has stepped up immensely this season, overcoming ankle uyurles
to become the No. 2 singles player for coach John Ross.

Northern Iowa start
Northern Iowa
sho•s ~B a steady leader player adds fuel
4~2

By DON O'BRIEN
Staff editor

The big question for Northern Iowa heading
into the season was whether quarterback Kurt
Warner could deliver.
, bJ 'Six 'games later, Warner, a senior from
°Cedar Rapids, Iowa, has proved that after
three years of backing up All-Gateway performer Jay Johnson, he can lead the purple
Panthers to victory.
"We have some new faces that have played
very well for us," said Northern Iowa coach
Terry Allen, whose team plays host to Eastern
for a Gateway Conference game Saturday at
6:30 p.m. "(Warner) got banged up in the second half of the Wyoming game, but has played
well in each of the last three games."
. Before winning the starting role in spring
p:ractice, Warner had played in only 15 games
in over three years with Northern Iowa, which
has won or tied for the Gateway title in each of
those seasons.
After a rocky start this season, Warner is
one of the reasons why Northern Iowa is 4-2
~verall, inclu~g a 2-0 Gateway mark, and is

ranked ninth in Division
I-AA. He is third in the
Gateway in passing efficiency with a rating of
122.5, second in individual total offense with
180.17 yards per game
and has thrown for 1,171
yards.
Warner isn't the only
player in the purple Panther backfield that
has started quickly. Freshman running back
Jeff Stovall is currently second in the Gateway
in rushing and 23rd in the nation. He is averaging 101.33 yards rushing per game and is
third in the Gateway in all-purpose running
with 121.03 yards per game.
"It is good to be able to drop back and hand
the ball off to (Stovall) rather than having the
throw the ball all of the time," Allen said.
Northern Iowa, which is a half-game behind
Western Illinois in the Gateway standings,
will be trying to win its fifth game in a row
after losing two games to open the season at
McNeese State and Division I-A Wyoming.

i :::

Sox' dreams for World
series dashed by 'Jays
. CHICAGO ·(AP) - The cold,
the Chicago batters, the pressure of a big game. None of it
bothered Dave Stewart.
Standing straight and staring ahead, he showed why
the World Series champion
Toronto Blue Jays got him,
and why they're going back.
Stewart, simply the best
playoff pitcher ever, won the
fourth clincher of his career
Tuesday night by leading
Toronto past the White Sox 63 in Game 6.
Pat Borders, MVP of last

year's World Series, drove in
his first three runs of this
series. His 'RBI grounder put
the Blue Jays ahead 3-2 in
the fourth inning against
Alex Fernandez.
Devon White homered in
the ninth and Paul Molitor,
the Blue Jays' other offseason
free agent signing, hit a tworun triple in the ninth, and
that was enough.
The victory was Stewart's
second in the series and made
him a perfect 8-0 with a 2.03
ERA in the playoffs.

And, more importantly to
him and the team, he sent
the Blue Jays back to the
World Series.
Toronto will play Game 1
Saturday night at SkyDome
against either Philadelphia
or Atlanta. With the win, the
NL playoff schedule was
changed; now, Game 6 in
Philadelphia will start at 8:12
p.m. EDT, rather than 3:07.
The Blue Jays are the first
repeat AL champions since

• Continued on Page 10

to Panthers' ·fire
How does the rest of the Gateway
Conference view Eastern's football
Panthers?
I don't know how all of the other
schools look at coach Bob Spoo's 1-4
team, but a Northern Iowa running
back, who the Panthers play
Saturday, let his feelings be known
after a 17-10 win over Indiana State
last week.
"I'm very sore," starting tailback Don
Jeff Stovall told The Des Moines O'Brien
Register. "There is a slim chance I'll - - - - - - •
play next week. I need at least a couple of weeks off to heal up so I can be ready for some more
conference games.
"I think Eastern Illinois might be an easy team, so 111
probably sit out that game."
.
Stovall, a redshirt freshman, didn't make the trip last
year when Northern Iowa, which was ranked No. 1 in
Division I-AA at the time, traveled to Eastern. Obviously
someone forgot to tell him that Eastern won that game,
21-15, to knock the purple Panthers off the top of the
rankings.
"Let's just say it wasn't my favorite com~ent to read in
the newspaper," Northern Iowa coach Terry Allen said
Tuesday. "Obviously Jeff is a freshman. He doesn't know
about the intensity of the rivalry between Eastern and
Northern Iowa and the closeness of all· of those games."
As if the possibility of extending a four-game losing
streak wasn't enough motivation for Eastern to win this
week, I'm sure Stovall's comments can do nothing but fuel
the Panthers' fire.
The Panthers will have a chance to get back at Stovall
though. Allen made it clear that Stovall, who is second in
the Gateway in rushing with over 100 yards per game,
will start and play on Saturday.
Eastern will, once again, attempt to win its first game
ever at Northern Iowa, which is ranked ninth in Division
I-AA and has won four straight games. Eastern is 0-7-1 at
Northern Iowa.
Are Eastern's Panthers an easy team, as Stovall
thinks? They did lose to Indiana State, but I wouldn't call
them an easy team. They just haven't gotten the breaks
or made very many breaks this season. I :would call them
more mediocre than anything else.
0
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